VILLAGE OF NEIGHBORHOODS
PARTICIPANT AGREEMENT ADDENDUM: ROVING PERFORMANCES
This is an addendum to the Village of Neighborhoods Participant Agreement and refers to deeds to take place at the D6 Night
Market, a free public event on May 19, 2018, 4:00-10:00 PM at Mira Mesa Community Park – located at 8575 New Salem St,
San Diego, CA 92126. All terms previously defined apply to this document.

N

EIGHBORHOOD TEAMS are offered the opportunity for community performing groups, such as a theater,
singing or dance group, to conduct brief performances (of between 3-7 minutes) while roving
throughout the night market venue. As few as one or two roving performance groups by a neighborhood
team will increase publicity for them (and your neighborhood) and add to the festive mood.

Please initial the following to indicate you have read and agreed to the terms:
PARTICIPANTS are encouraged to coordinate their roving performances with the other PARTICIPANTS to maximize
the excitement and fun for residents, and must be aware that:
_______ Roving performances should be staggered throughout the night starting at 15 minutes after opening until
one-half hour prior to closing (4:15-9:30PM).
_______A complete schedule of the planned roving performances must be provided to help avoid conflict with
main stage performances, to permit advance social media and event promotional marketing. This information will
also be used to announce the activities during the course of the evening. The schedule must include the name of
the PARTICIPANT performing group, number of people in the roving group, performance name, length of individual
performance, start and end times of the roving, and the number of performances planned. For example:
“Kearny Mesa Barbershop Quartet, four (4) persons, “Favorites of the ‘30’s”, each song takes about 3
minutes, will rove from 6-7:00 pm, will stop and sing 6 times during the hour.”
Email the schedule to “Village_Coordinator@D6NightMarket.com”, subject line: Roving Performance Schedule for
(insert your neighborhood’s name here).
_______Initial draft schedules are due no later than Monday May 1, 2018.
Final schedules and contact information updates are due Monday, May 15.
_______On the day of the event: Prior to opening, PARTICIPANTS shall confirm there are no changes to the final
schedule (i.e. late-notice participation withdrawals). If a PARTICIPANT is unable to conduct the roving
performance at the allotted time the PARTICIPANT must immediately notify the Von Coordinator and their
Neighborhood Coordinator.
_______D6NM has the right to determine if a roving performance is inappropriate to our audience and can
terminate the activity at will.
Name of PARTICIPANT group conducting the performance: _____________________________________________
Type of performance/brief description: _____________________________________________________________
Name of person in charge of performance: __________________________________________________________
Phone number:

Email: ____________________________________________

PARTICIPANT main contact (please print legal name): __________________________________________________
Main contact legal signature: ________________________________ Date Signed: _________________________
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